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from written instructions: These res"s4ts cover two 'situation's:
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prior to the experiment. 'These studtel involved compre sion
and memory of technical text, expertise in descriptions of
famliar and unfamiliar pieces of equipment, and e,x rtise
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effects in following instructions that. differ in organizatiZn.
In the second.stuation, the prior knowledge was provided .as.
part of the training involved in the experiments. These
studies concert the role.of .knowledge of how.,a system works,

and transfer dl training from previously-learned Operating
proced.ures to new procedures.. Simulation models. were.. constructed

and compared in detail to the slonificant
-theoretical conclusiOns. about the:mechanisms involved in the

effective use.of prior knowledge. The work has considerable:
practical significance for th.e design and evaluation of materials
and documentatitn for equipment trai-ning and maintenance.
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ABSTRACT

This final. report summarizes a set -Of results' on the role of..

prior knowledge ...in. how people operate electronic equiPment from
wri,tten instrifCtions. These results cover two situations: In.:

t4he fArst,`. the prrer knowledge:As possessed by subjects prior to
the experiment. These studies involved comprehension and memory.

of technical text expertise in descriptions of familial' and
unfamiliar.. pieces of equipment; and' expertise effe,cts in.

folloWing instrittions that differ in organization. ,4n the
second. situation, the *prior knowledge, was provided as part of the,

training .involved in the eicperiments. These studies concerned
the role of knowledge 'of how .a system' viorks, and trahsfer..

of training from previously-learned operating procedures- to. .new*...

procedures. Simulation models were constructed.vand comPareci-4n
detail to the data,' yielding significant theoretical conClUstonp..4'
about the mechanisms inv.olved, in the effective' use of riot

knowledge. Thd° -work has considerabl,p practical .significance for
the design and . evaluations. of materia:Is and doCumenfation for
equipment training and maintenance.
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The'Pol2e. of Pr.c,or .1<howledge
Equipp,l..s.,frdna WTftten Iristr4ot.i-On's

David, Kieras
UniVet.sity',o'f

INTRODUCTION,
, .

The gbai% ths was the study of:
'knowledge in ta,skS,, inyolving the -operation' of euipment: frOm
written instructions, The .tror* has been done:- in ',two,: cat'.gories:
In :the first', prior khowiedge was not manipulated.: r4ther .: the
prior knowledge under was the knowledge :piossekised'
by the person prior to ,lesing n th,e expery.imental?,- eituat .

This project began, inveiatigating the rolei;:of.::pirior knowledge
, .in the, compreherie.7ioh. of 04414 ,technical prose'? a-

body of research' htiva beeh d-oheite on how, people, learn information:
fr:om trritten prose the reViogs projeci focussed-.9h
cOmiirehendion.' des'criAive t,ext'.., This work was
follows d by Set , of studies 6n, Ovhp.'. expqi-t0 know about
electronic equiprilent .confpar,ed to hon-akperts; along "-.1wtth' a
0,o,40,1;isori of- tlie stra`tegi.o. Tor... fo.lramwihig-/Y.Tv9.t,.ivatiohs for

. .

operating a ptece ..of -electronic equipment ? ,

t,

It
a 1

...I .1In the sec,ond'; ca:t.egory '-'.0t. .work;',.. prior- -knowledge : wail
manipulated. in "6)operiiiien'ts, .4.n. 'Whs:ich ." subje4stel ''Were '..giAtvla....

. ...iiiiormAtiori 'about .equipment' in,, Sit s, fixed ,'.sequence, '..wjth 'tf:te r'f,..
question n being. .how.. lat'er .Xealt.riing , was 1,nfrtience,d \-. by :',...the .s.

...pr,,vsioay:Etcquir9d:.0itiOwle.dge,,. One major .topic' in- 17-his;: categdEy
is .,the', role of 11 o W i t . w d r k s :s n d W'I4 d g a , which. is -the: khowlqdgs,
that -a. 'person .7aTii1, : bbAt 'the.. ,infrhai structurerand

,.

.f.uh.otion.lng of a . j),iece ...of, , ItittitiOnt..- '1' It? i,s ,uncAear, whether
c . having -such' knoW,ledge - 1.6. , .b.pnefi.clall, -,.arid.".if ''60.,, ..A.Inder.; : what:: ,, :,

'eOnditions. -,,',,it is.. -A .;6,,eriee'' of experkrgtyital i,:ia'V:idle0,'and a.:
computer sittnklation.Aaodellng effOrt ,proyi`aee sOnle-.!,13nswers.. -:'- SihIce, : ...

... much eqdipment operation .,,is earped -...urid'e'r -. rota- .learning.
, Con.4.1tdons ,'* a -,.se.con,d" topitv `Was the effects: of .pr tor' ..'khoWledse of....

prooed-ures ,for.operatifigt a .piece .,,,of equripinent. This wox.k....arrive.d
.at' ,,u., precise; theoretitail.: \desextiptiOh of knowledge , of .proC.edlares 41.--:.,

_and tra.hsfer of !trlainj.ng bet:weexf. pr9cedizrer3.,, .,.., . . .0 ' . 0 1..

a :: ' i`1 3'
..

f'ilt4EXPBRfMtkITAL PRIOR .XNOWLEDGB:
, A

KnoWled ,nd Lea nth.' r,6,111- Techni

.

r.

. ' . . I

13°Y1C1-4r'quild . .,We7611 have the ,ii:trogg inuition that ',it .should'
-b:e fr4.46.i.r :to leatIn frdm rgatet 141. if one 'is already-, fani,i1111.17: with
the gehetal-siabjeot ''t0a,tter ar,ea..1 Howover,,, ,there 'hiitire,-,::,1een liery-
few:-. stad'iea, ehoVing that '!!;tli0.8 was rte in al 0ohltinoi,hg 3,4ati, and
in fitct ,:° some `reports hal.'re'' E44-iggest,ett tile -,aPpOpite. ' This itholear

r:* . .
, . ,": 1 3

r I 1, ,O '...,.
4

' I 61;
4,

'
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I statq of ..empirical Otaffai.rs presents geriiou's theoretiet1
%protolem, because all of . the current theories of cbmilrehenoWn
assume that ,now, informaion froth nlateria is understood in
terms of 'tprior,:knoWledge, ai4 then 1,4 integrate with this pri'dr:;;
iknowledge. ,thuS7.,:\ the availability of reliev' t prior knowledge:,
shotild have pre.fOund effects on "the process of learning
information' frbrui .; The ujic1ear state of the empsi-ical

era.ture is probably.. Ole to the faot that 3. is :very diffioult
t conduct.. a well-contro'lled.- study in 'whio the amount:. of :true:.
prir., knowledge possv'ssed by . subjects is thd_ variable of::

. ntoret. :Manip4latine the amount of priO knowledge i4i:thln an
',experiment is not' ai' goed. approach,. because t etie Is ample...reason

to believe, fry the experimental i-tera.ture that eifroh

exPerimentailly aoquired., knowledge does not have the same
'0014er-ties as the true 'prior 'krrowledge th t ..'.ubjects b'efor'e,
coming to an experiment'. ..

Appyoach. , The .approach!...was ba ed en' the logic Of'
quasi-oxperimental design in whieh: the samplin,g jpf subjOitts:is
used to vary the amount Of prior kno*ledge, and .Statifitio.ikl..
upthoIli_3,1: mainly multiple regression:; r were used 'to ,;ontrol
nuisanc4 variables such general ;reading ability word:
frequency and So. forth.- The materials w4re.several passages that:.

widely in their basic contetit I faliilia`rity. both within"
passages and 'between passages:..,."Thi-si ,ihsured th.Eit individual'.
subjects would be almost certain :.. to vary/ fti .,the amp:tint of prior
knowl,edgethat they had of the material 'Each' Subjet was tested.'
to de.termine 'which passage .fac.ts they a t.0.8,4Y

1ince duee,cts,. can '. change': ' their ...t., reacting) . .. behavior
P 0.W:3W/it:tally ar i function of the '''re sdAng, iask.,,,.th e 'diffeient .

. ..

reading task -'were, uedr.a.n.Cmbasuives
/.-bit

:colle.cte ...not only of
the ` amount' of information ',recalled , /.13tit la:lso, of eh& time spent.' ... :

7.reading,o.r. studying the mater,ialt :".". lin...,';.2one', task., sUbje'citS.,were:....,
allowd to study thp material: for fas.:.:11:ong as they choSe,* on 43; ;.

;.:3 o I f - pac eti sentence -:,by-sent'ence,'; basiisr4s .14.ttP the knowle'de that
they wouit.P:.be teeted for rgcalb Lat0e.. In,-.a ,s0;:eofid readsing ',4sk.4'":. A

th .s-tibjepts 'Chew that th,,,y wofild be tested fO'r:21at;er roeall,' but
.were al 1.4..W.ed . to sti,idy . each:.bentetiO,e .fo'r *"41. fi',Xeci' amount, of'.0.me..',. '..,,

,
-

6' ' 1

.

In the % third. test t.'.subjeCts did...,4tOt know ,that '.....thpy ,wottld", be
"'.4" :t46sted 4.101'. later ,t'ecal',I, bat. inst"acl' reed `''tic pa:S.:Sages": a Ben:ten-Co.'

. .

at 'a time;rin ..erder to, identify;. ip.toPie.,o,t
shbjects" were' then tested-', for .re ,1-.,: *;, - ...., 4

1".

e
t ...,.. ..,,.... .

.,... 'Results.' A'S, expected, . ',not preVIbusl'Y...dinoridttr'ate.d.,';',
',..'he 6'. -were: clear ,effects... of ,/-the Mount ': of . irio.r,'-'10tii,,iledge.'

,... 1.1.),0.10y,,,vr, y
'the .. role!' of. ,,,itlril or ..10"wledge. 'depended ,subkity'anti41),y.-on

. _. ,

the: reading task.), 11.f.,4-upj ec.O.. nove*:th;eyy.itto41V11.43.V:e.'10. r:p.gal.1,'07,e
,:mq.torito,11":0,1q...,sVent,4:thore.::tir e :.sstudyl`. fig unf.amtlitar .152,1.. ti OnS,', 'of

the ,.rtiater tal:.*;. than' ,they -,..'.:Ai. d o -famill'i ar 1501".tiVnb. ,'. '' BU t err'; bo th
,

. r..
080i8', tilpy re called 't 4.9,. I- irifotmatt.O:n:::,...at,- .4.110. same -1,ey el', ,

reardi.eSei- of , 'faMil iaV.'rAy -tut. '1,7.'f 'sub'ject.:- ,.14,00 -.Unaware ..":' 0,f the. .

...4 ,..
.

'.
;$:,.;.,..,...43

, . ,.. , 0...

; 3 tl i. ' .' 4 A
g

41 . . :
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requirement for later F'ecall, Or were limited .in the amount of
time Ahey could study,: then unfamiliar material was recalled lesA
than raMiliac. . .

.
. .

.. .

. .

.
. . . \ t

,

The quantitative' size. of the efflacts on Atudy time could be
.

aceounted*for by a simulation 'model that was based .on the.
princile that representations ofpreviously known information do
not have to Ale constructed frob "scratch", but .rather, the:
previously present -reprssentation could simply be "tagged" as ! 4

appearing in a particular passage context.. -This means that known
facts do .not haVe to be subjected to memorizaiion'prodessea to
the same 'extent as unknownfacts;- meaning that atudy tine would er

be a function of 'trie amount of unknown information. 4....

A

.
The simulation model 'was based on 'standard concepts in,.

cOmprehensiton theory, being based on an augmented transition .
.

network parser that constructs semantic network representations.
'" After each', sentence was analyzed, the simulation would compare

the content of the sentence with the contenIs of long term
memory,. and identify *. those portiohs of knowledge ptructure
that were already present in Icing term. memory. Then,", the
new structure would have to be added to memory.

.

.
.

'Significance. This *work provided a ddmor?stration of. a
. .

theoretically important effect which had not.appeared in the
literature. It also shoWed that the effects of prior knowledge .

could be accounted' tor using. standard. -theeretical, concepts
developed in comprehension research., One impOrtant substantive. ,
result is that readers who are experienced students .have mnemonic
strategies .that are powerful enough ;td.. deal with extremely .

unfamiliar material. Another result is that a relatively 'simple
interpretation of how prior knowledge is used in comprehenPion is.
viable, as well as more complex, and currently popular, notions.
based.orlsch011itheolt.91980.q. t. .

Al,

However, perhaps more' importantly, this work made it clear
that how prior knowledge is usedin. comprehensfsn can. be highlyt,
dependent on the task required of the reader. Standard recall'
experiments could give highly misleading results, because
subjects can approach the- task- in a way tha't can eliminate
difrfeiences between familiar and unfamiliar. information.

The original approach planned in this project wasp tcf use.
standard .comprehension paradigms. to, investigate how pas ages
a tbout equipment were trocessed in terms of the reader's pnior.
knowledge. However, thede results strongly suggested that the
tasks used in such experiments: would yield results that were
either weak, or tied so directly to these specific tasks that
they would not be directly relevant to. the actual tasks involved
in 'operating equipment. For this reason; the :remaining
experiments in the 'project always required the subject to engage

. ,
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. 1$. .
.

in a relatively realistic .task involving operating a .piece of
equipment,

-..

Publications. The empirigal work.'1,4as described.in 'detail in
'Technical Report Number' 11 (JOAnson and Kierab,. 1982), .and the
simulation model was described in detail in Kieras (1983): The
empi,rical work and the .simulation modeling of. the. effects
,appeared in. the archival.,publiCation John-son and Kieras (198)).
The methodology used to caMpapre the simulation to the data,.both,
for this' study, and others discusSed in this report; was..
described in Kieras (19B4a). .Further discusaion Of _the
theoretical mechanisms of task effects will appear in Kieras .(in
preparation) .

'Expert Knowledge of Equipment

BackuOund. While there has bees considerable research on
the nature of .expentise, 4there, has been very litt'le study of
expertise with regard to equipment, especially actual electronic
equipment. Compared to other .domaihs, the domain' of equipment.
has some important psychological properties. First of all,
rather than dealing with abstract concepts, as in "many fields of
expertise that haye.been studied, expertise with equipment deals
with ,physically concrete objects. Second;.equipment is often
very leomplex in terms of the 'different possible levels of
analysis and types .of. information that can be involved. For
example, knowledge of equipment ranges .from the 'typical colors

0 with 'which the equipment. is .painted, all the wt.* to the physical
principles involved in how. the equipment. operates. Third,
equipment is something that a person. interacts with, and which
cah'haye its own internal states. and rules' of behavior. Thus,

s unlike some-. forms of exlpertise which, deal.only with a person's
skill, :expertise with equipthOnt involves not only the...skill of
operating ..the equipment, but also how-the equipment will behave
in reeponse-rte what the operator. does with it. Thus knowledge
about-equipment can have some important features that distinguish
it from other knowledge domains.

Notice that the domain*of electronic devices.is very suited
for. the exploration .of 'sdhema theory (see Rumelhart, 1980;
Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). A schema is ap organized body of
knowledge that represents' a stereotyped, or a frequently.
ocurring, pattern of events that is used to organize perceptual,
and memory_ proceases.i Forxample, device schemes apparently
conform to .very concrete specific phy6ical features of the device
-and their relationshipa. Deyicea themselves have ,a very strong
,hierarchical structure, 'since, the entire device, is made up of
sub - devices. -Furthermore, each sub-device normally has schematic
features as well. FOr example, many electronic devices include
some Sort, of audio amplifier connected to some sort of
transducer, such as a loud speaker. Such devices almost'alwtiys
have a c1 tster. of features. that Correspond to this common

at
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sub-device. For,example, there will be 'a voluMe control, quite
often a tone control; .and 4 speaker. which is nOrmall a circular
obj-ecf, behind a perforated grill, 'While details of the placement

,and 'appearance of these features.will vary, quite oftenthe two
.controls will be located ad'Sabent to each other, normally
''clustered. with other controls, and the speaker will Usually be
facing toward the user.. TheVolume and toile controls are very

never.rarely ,separated froth each .other, and the speaker almost'never.
appears on the top surface of a deVice. ecause of the strength
and concreteness of these patterns,' it would probably be Much.
Oasier to construct a schema theory in t4is domain than in the
traditional domain's' where the concept, has been used, such as in
the understanding of btor.

h

Approach. Toth experts and non - experts were used'.in these
studies. The experts were who had years of
experience in electronics, many of them being farmer military
eletrohics technicians. The on-experts were ordinary
undergraduate and graduate students with no special bapkground.
The task was to provide oral,descriptions of a piece of. quipment.
which was placed in front of the subject. The' surject was
videotaped, and the descriptions transcribed and .analyzed fOr.
content... The' equipment consisted of several . devices, ranging
from everyday: items' such as a.tape.recorder,..to very speciali%ed.
equipment. In a follow -up study, ordinary, student subjects were
asked t(1 produce. descriptions from memory of several- everyday.
pieces Of.electronic..equipment, . such as 'a television. .set. The
Subjects Were asked, to produce inforMatim.in'several categorie4
which were chOsen on the basis of the preVious experiment
results. These responSes were Analyzed for content.'

The value . of the schema concept was explored with'
small -scale simulatiOn models. for hoW a device would' be
,recognized.in.terms of schema..

,

Results. .The results of the first study showed that for
both experts and non-experts, 'knowledge of electronic devices
classiftbs naturally into the categories-oft. .0) the function of
the device ;. .(2) the operating procedures; .(3) hoW the device
works nternAlly; . (4) how. the- device behaves externally; and (5)
the power source of the device. The.knowledge appeared to be
oxganized in. terms of a hierarchy,. in that.the,categories
function, operation, and kiowit-works yere aPplied'recursively to
not just the device as a whole, but, to each of its controls and
other external features.

There was strong evidence that-the knowledge was organized
in terms' of schemas, in that there were. many cases in which the
subjects manifested Aaving definite expectations about device,
features, and knowledge, of general conventional, `patterns of
features. The devices were recognized and categorized almost
immediately by 'key patterns . of features. This is exactly the

r

e
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mechanism that schema organization would entail. fn-some cases,
involving` unusual devices, an incorrect "schema can apparently be
triggered (by .a subset of : features, leading to .serious.
misperceptions of the device' as a whole. For example; 'one expert
was confused bye n unusual device that .was dctually a form:of%
signal generator, but which. had .it outputcvnectors on the
left-hand. side. of the front panel, .a position customarily, used
-for input connecters. ..

.

. .
,

, .

. .. .

. -
A surprising result was the probinence of's' loropedur'al.

'.in formation. 4s ,opposed to how-it-works' information, .,which even.
... ex ert.subjects tended not to produce. ' Another,surprise was the
-high frequency of mention Of the power Source .'of the device.
Pi ally; there were many obvious features of, the devices that
subjects 'often failed to mention, such. as the faCt that an'
ele'tric.Flock has hands on a dial numbered from 1.to 12.

The 'second study clarified these. Tuestions.by.prompting
1.1 jeCts for, descriptions from mertory ofieveryday-device6. They
we e asked to describe the 'function of each device, the features
,su h as dials and indicators which they used to recognize the
de ice, ando. in addition, the features. one would.ex ectto see on
t e device, how the crevice was operated, and how the device' works
i side. There was high agreement' -between subjects about Ape-
fianction,. recognition feataes, expected features; anal operating
1roeedures. The surprising prominenu' of power source
nformation reappeared in these results, which Maggests'that
°wet- sOurces, being a common feature of many differOnt .
eictronic devices, plays an important roll in this knowledge
domain. .

I

The hbw-if-works knowledge, was'sketchpand it consistent, as
in the, first experiment, although subjects 'did produce a

considerably greater qu'antity than they did in the first
experiment. Note that unliVe, the function and features of a .

device, which are frequentIy..experienced and concrete, 'the
.how-it-works ,knowlklge is generally abstract

not'
"invisible,;'

being hidden insidthe device; and normally not involved in the
routine use of the. device. Pot- complex devices such as televison
sets, the how-itLworks,knowledge was less .consistent
sketchier.than for the.simpler devicesThusi. the lack Of
how-it-works descriptions in .the first'study was. artifactual, at
leaot to some extent, because:for the simplest devices there'Was
ji reasonable, amount of such 'information-pioduced. Perhaps the
face7to-face.Anteraction and task demwids of describing orally a
presented device biased subjects -agaiotst producing much .of this'
knowledge :in the first study. .

The.hypothesis.that device knowledge is organized in terms
maOf sches'was.further confirmed by the fact that the recognition

features and expected features were distinct sets, even though
there was some' overlap. In terms of schema,theory, certain

a

s'
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_features.would tr.igge.r,the activation of a achema,.-which ,would
then make the expected features available.

csk

These results also' Contain many of theeffects-attribu,tedto
.

schortas,.such as expedtations.on-the part.of the perceiver, And
confusion whOn.cOnfronted by a stimulus that%does not quite match

.a schema.' However,'- it is hard: to deTine hoW ,this
character. nation. could be.* Made-;mone precise on th'e.basis of
empirical* data; the 'research would quickly beCome'a 'matter .of
.simply surveying, the population stereotypes for variouslteces
of equipment Us. While this might be -,eful,, it would not a vandet.
the theoretical concepts very tar. n

Some simulation modelling ofi, schema processes.wad crone. A
set of production. rules were ,written that would recarslvely
.instantiate the Schema for a device, Eby -first recognizing low
level schemas'for individuai clusters .of features on the device--
These 'aub-sehemasi would then be slotrfillers for higher level
schemas. .After working its' way -up two or three. levels0-the.
schema for the entire'device.douldthen-be-instantiatedh, .Working
7from a different° tack,. other- production rulescould-recognize
particular Tatterns : of distinguishing features of a device, and
directly instantiate thedorresponding* schema. 'For example,. a
box with .an .antenna. and a tuning dial. is .almost certainly a
radio. While this model was promising,. extending it did not have
an obvious. direction. It is hard, to say .what any empirical
consequences of such a model might be, other than the obvious
ones already described., However, it. is important to note that
much of. schema theory is not:very well developed at the level of
rigorous simulation models. Thils,'further work along these lines
eight lielp firm up_ the theory.

AgnifiCance. A major:lesson o these results is that the
kno'wliiJr& that people have about elecTronic devices is incredibly
rich' and detailed, encompassing a very 'broad range of kinds of'
information.' Perhaps there has been some tendency for..
psychologists. and educators to assume that equipMent Was
relatively simp,le, in the .sense that there was.relativeiy little,
one needed- to kflow About it in .order to.use. -it. While in some
sense this .may be true, it is als6 clear that people plow a very
large amount of information 'of several different types about
equipment:

. . . ,

.

There are many facets of knowledge about equipment that
could be exp red with further research. For example) 'frOM the
results it' is clear that,familiar items of equipment-one/1_1mi.°
stereotypical layouts of .the controls, indicators, .and so forth.
One might wonder if this is true of all classes of or
juBt those that are very common.. For 'example, does the .extremely'
specialized equipment used. in the mflitary+ al815 follow
stereotypical patterns. in its control layout? -Another related.
queetion is. whether sterotypical.external layouts of equipment'
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, are ,in fact related to the internal structure of the eqllipment.
For examle, one intuition is that 'the external features of a
device that are' most, losely TelaNd to the purpose of the

. . equipment. are ofteh larg4 ard- centrally 1orated. An example is

'
that measuring instruments wally have a TUrge .meter,centhally .

placed orc the front pans1;. A signal gene,gtator usually as a,

large dikl cep ally positioned'. how will the user 'reac to a''

.
.signal generat thatfor design reasonshas a small dial 1 rated
ircan off-cent#rypositidn? Note that. moddYn test, equtpmen in

vrich .d igital Circuitry' and 'displays are.usedheavily, o en
9(pem.to depart seriously from previdus qustoms one the placement
ol'. Controls and indicators. Poi example', the front panel. layout
of .serv.ice oscilloscapes has been fairly standard, because. to a
great extent because this layout corresponded to the optimum
arrangement of the',tradilional large and wbulky vacuum tube

.

circuitry. Npwer, more compact circuitry can te arranged in many
different wayb, thus possibly leading to front panel arrangements,

y that are, no longer familiar 16 most users.

O

Publications. The results are described in Teehnidal
R.e ort No. 12 (Kielras, 1982a) , and were discussed in 'a
pr sentation at thee Joint ervices Workshop on .Artificial.

.

°Intelligence Applicalions to M intenance, whdee.prpceedings were
publiShed.(see Kieras, f944b).

Expertise Effecta,12:yellowineLln.11111DIE2.

.Backdround; .A .very ooM0.4.Idsk is o in-whiah.the user of
piece of equipment' follows step-b step -instructions for

o erating it. 00'Meimes'lhe goal of the user is to learn the
pr`l0eedure, but often: the user is in 'a stl'ictly one-shot..
sJituation,. meaning that the user is not 'trying to learn the
p oeedure, on]r folloliL it lance. Theoretically, the user must
obtain speeific 'pAeces of procedural .knbwledge from the
indiCdual-instruction steps, and then immediately execute the
procgdural' knowledge: While thiS should be a very simple task,
it is, clear from everyday.experience that instruction's may not. be
written well enough to be' tollawed easily. Furthermore the
experience of 'the user should play some role in the ability to
follow instructions correctly. ',This study was,designed to answer
three questions about how people funcn.bn in a. task. involving

. operating a piece of equipment. from' written knStructiod,

The .first question concerned.the instruction format. ,Two
,formats were examined. In oth. instruction formats, the overall
taolt of the .subject .waS- to Allit the'devlce into a specified
state; this task was stated at the. beginning of. the
instructions. The first, format was step-by-step instructions, An
which each step. ooncerned!the setting of a individual control. on
the 'equfpment. b-Uble0t.had.' to read each step in the
presented -Order, andWas, it out immediately.
The other instruction' format:' s,::hierarchical menu. ,Following'

. 4

,
,
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tho'4ratial task.uatement, the subject wits ds presente with a menu
of choices, each of which. consisted of a natural "chunk" in the..

:to
peration. of ''the devfce. For exaM.pleN, if the task was to get a.

. radio 1i;unea to a Wapecific station, the first menu would contain
r

the.chOces of getting the radio powered up, 'getting .the radio
tuned to the correct. station, and making the.final adj4stmentd to'
t'he-radio.controls, At each level of the hierarchy,, the subject

,(.could either attempt' to execute the :task uslng the information
'available at by)'.that level, or could choose to got more detail by
selecting.one of the .choices. This would produce another menu.
At the. very bottom' -of the' hieraraq was the same step-by-step
instruction? .as in the ;other condilion. Thus, the contrast was
between following.a linear sequence of steps' to operate' the
controls, or having the same steps 'arranged at the,bottom of a
hierarchy that allowed the subject to read only to the level of
detail . that he or she' desired in order to complete the task.

-'intuition. would hold that. this highly organizeld form of
instructions would. be superior to the linear "instructions. .

Furthermore, Smith and Goodman (1982.), found that q similar form
of hArarchical Organization. did improve performance.

.The-Aecondo qustionowas wilether there would be substantial
differences betWeen experts and non-experts in follaWing
instructions.; It vas, -)cpectee'- that experts would, be faster
overall. However, expertise .should also .be relative tothe
specific device being operated. This was examined by including a
wide range of.Clectronic devices, ranging from 'everyday'items,
such as an ordinary portable radio,te ones familiar only to
experts, such as a dual-Nrace triggered oscillisaope, to devices .

that would 'be unfa-milia eVento electronics experts, such as a
la oratory physiological stimulator,. or a unique deVice

)' / . . .

The third liestion 'concerns the nature of the prSor
-knowledge that "hbjects have about devices. In the work
described above, it' was concluded. that 40Owledge.of.'devices is

R.organized as schemas, whichreflect stereo arrangements of
k9vents. A straightforward *extension of this idea is that #-

nowledge, of peating procedures, for familiar devices should
also' have a tereot

("4
z/pical Patttrn. If people's knowledge

of how to operate devices -has.stereotypical properties, this '

should be reflected in the pattern of menu choices that people.
make in the hierarchical instructions condition, or a .cliunking
effect in execution time af the linear instructions. Also, there.
were many cases in the hierarchical instructions cdnition.irN
which the device was loperated completely from' memory; tilt is;
subjects read only the portion.of the instructions that 'stated
the-oyerall task. In- this case, 'there should be schema-based
sterettypicality in the sequence of IdperatiOns .that people
performed from memory. :.7 .r.k. ,

.

Ai roach.. Several de see were 'used, and, there were two
'typal of77gubjects:'" perts who ,had exten ve electronic

v

(
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experience, and non - experts who. did. not. The instruction type
,was 4 -bel;ween subjects imnipulAtion, but each sUbject,operated
each one of the several delices..'A laboratory computex was used
to present, the instructJoms, 114, .measure the ,time each segment.pf
the instructions was viewecL: ..,..The subject's' behavior was

yideotapecr,in order to ..permit "detailed -scoring' of the subjects'e'
activities. .

, , ,

\ ..
iPI I

A . % A ,

Before beginning the effels$0ent,' the: subjects. answered a
questionaire in which their.'±amiliarity with specific..ktems of
equipowat Was assessed, T4e major 'dependent :Variable was'the
total time. required to -,komplete the task., In ,tke linear .'

instruction condition, the individual time spent on .each step was .

.4'
an 4dditional dependent Ariable. In the menu format condition,
iJ4e)maior.Variables were the time sp6nt on each frame of the
instructions, 'arid the. :choices made' in: mOving down the menu.
hierarchy. Finally, the sequence of.operating the controls was
Also assessed, although this_ Only. has particular value in the
menu hierarchy condition, in cases here very few or no frames, of
instructio were read. .0therw sei the controls operated are

Palmost com tely,determined by,- hat the, presented. instruction
step actu ly says to-do. o

.

ticesults., Contrary to intuition, the hierarchical, menu'
format was not superior overall to theme linear step -by. -step

instruction format. The menu format was saverior only if. the*
subject was familiar. with the tkpe of devicg,, and,was sometimes
substantiallr inferior. For example, while the *nu condition . 4

took less than half the time of the..step-by-step conditfontfor
operfing the radio, in other cases, in whfeh,the subjeet.was not
ramtitar with the d.eyice, the menu condit.ton.otuld- be 39% to,71%
slower in total t sk time than the -step -by-sWcondft.ion.

. A N
The basic, eason for the menu condition being .inferior in

some cares appeared to be that subjects would often mtstakingly
attempt to 'operate an unfamiliar device,on. the blsis of very .e

tittle instructions; this "io it alone" approach .could sometibea
be disaserou6. For example, expert subjects often attempted to -

operate the physiological stimulator only on thb basis. of the .

main task 'statement. The task recLuired connecting an indicator
light to th stimulaqrft but there --were,'Several possible
connectors, w ere the light could be plugged in., Mani expert
subjects.plu ed the-.111dicatorltamp into 'the lerongAacki. and then
'spent a lo g, time trying to- acoomplteh thetaelc, ' Thps,- the

intuition t at .the menu hierarchy is 4better than the linear
sequenc-e m tit be, strongly qualified. by whether the, user is,
familiar, en ugh with the equipment to take advantage of .the #.,

hierarchy, and also whether the subject is Iikoly to attempt to
operate the equipment without helps from the instructions .whtln the

devied ifq unfamiliar.- ''
,.

A

A
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Experts ilere faster overall than the non-expert .nd were
able to operate equipment with fewer ,instructiofts in the menu
conditions. In te,rips'Of total time, experts were about one third'
faster than non-exArts. However, there sOre strong' effects of
speciAic experience with the device as "well as gener1P-rxpertise
effects. Another 'major expertibe,,.. effect was, 'thlitt experts were .

betternt executing complicated.Physibal activities, such as
plugging in a cord, and also at complex 'physical activities' that
are familiar to experts, suchkas zeroing. a. meter. Informally, it
appeared thatnoh-expet subjects 'often would spend a lot of time
.fumilling with cords and connectors,:whije experts seem to know
exaotly'how to .perform these activiti smoothly and precisely.
This reeultikis particularly interestrhg, bedause it shows ,that'
expertise -0Fth electronic equipment has other components in

..addition to cognitive'factora.

The results showed that prior knowledge played a specific
role in -following instructions in the step-by7step condition.
Examination of. the time to complete indii'iidual steps showed that
a :step that was always read in the menu condition took
appreciably longer to execute than one that was,never read.
'Ass'uming that. the menu choices reflect the familiarity' of the
procedure chunks, the amount of time ,taken to complete a step is
thus a function of its predictability on the basis of prior,
knowledge.

Unfortunately the information in the:petiePn of menu choices
was very limited. The hope was that the subjects' choice of
branches of the menu would reflect their knowledge' of
stereotypical portions of-Operating 'the equipment.: This would
only be true if the device was familiar to the subject. But, in
this. case, the subject would need to 'NW very little of the
instruction hierarchy. Thus, the Bubject being familiar with'the
equipMent meant that the sub t made very few choices that would
reveal that' familiarity.' 'llitune research along :these lines
should take this, into account. There were, llowever, some
interesting effects' in the -menu choices. Almost everybody,
including the non-experts, knew how to get even the expert .

equipment powered up, even if it was unfamiliar.

Another interesting effect is that non-experts could
. ,learn hotAf to 'perform .repeated activities in the course'of,
following the Instructions. For' example, on one device, two
indicator lightS had to be. plugged in one after the other. While
half of the non-experts read the detailed- instructions for
plugging in.the first light, very few read, the instructions for
doing the same to the second light. Similar effects showed up in
more, complicated situations. The implication is , that subjects ,

are Rot simply executing. .the instructions as they are' read, and
:thpn simply forgetting the instruction content as they proceed to
the next inatruction. Rather, they seem to be able to
immediately generalize the content of Gfie.set'ofinotructions. and

,
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apply it immediately to a'siMilar situation. This suggests that
subjects' ability to induce- and generalize "procedures is very

rapid and powerful; a similar conclusion was reached in entirely
different tasks (Kieras and Bovair 1985, Kierasi 19840. .

An important:-aspect 'of the role of 'priori knowledge .

was' revealed ..by the sequence of actions performed by subjects in
the menu condition, considering those cases in which .the subject -A

operated the 'equipment successfully using 'only' the main task

statemeq. It was expected that these sequences of actions would

show fairly stereotypical patterns. However',, the detalled
s.14.40eis of the sequences yielded the cenclpion that' there As in

fact very 'little stereotypical content in the activity. , The

initial stages Osf operating ,,some of- the de' ices were fairly

patterned; for example) all of the subjects plugged in the radio

before :operating uny other controls.. Thus,, there is sortie

tendency for the power-up . operationb to be done;prior-to .other
steps. However, there were.Very few other patterns.

This lack of stereotyped patterns led, to the con,clusionthat
subjects operate familiar equipment from'mdmory 'not by executing
"canned" procedures,.. ,but by. problemNsolvtng within' the

constraints imposed by the nature of, the device. For example,

many equipment controls have loose- sequential constraints
. on'their opel'ation, but these 'constraints do not predetermine- a
particular sequence of operations.. Thus, the subjects made

many idiosyncratic 'passes over the controls, and the overall
state of ae device gradually converges to the desired one. In

many eases, the nuffiber of collitrol operations performed is,

considerably more than.is''technically required.'

The best characterization of how a .piece of equipment

is operated from memory seems to 4 be thatveople determine what
constraints need to be satisfied, and then operate the controls

in a manner that meets the constraints' and accomplishes the
task, but does not .necessarily follow any,,fixed order. Thus, the

major prediction' of schema theory with regard to how equipment is
operated, namely steretype'd sequences of aqtions, does ,not

appear to hold.'

Notice that this is a task. situation in which subjects' were
net specifically trained to operate a piece' of equipment, but

rather were operatAg the equipMent baeed'upon their general
prior knowledge, A distfnotton Should be made between what
people do ,when they have a highly 'automated skill at operating a

particular
and

of equipment, a result ofliate4nsivetraining and

apractice, nd the ability to operate equipment in a more` general

setting, in which each .piece of equipment is familiar,"but not
highLy practiced. Under certain.iconditions, the strategies
used by expetts may be less effective with unfamiliar equipment
.than the performance of non-4experts who are following strict
otepLby-ptep instructions.' I ''
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Nveh Lhough this rprofaem-solving .approach . .'I .1-41,-ther ;
, , . :

sub-OpLimal Croa a strictly, technical point . of view, it to it .-...

lad, very robust. That. is, the.:Subjects.could apply. the -same'.

approach 'to any device .' within a class' with which they Were
fam i 1 i a r. . For example, . almost any . electronics expertWould,'.
operate almOst any type;:of volt-ohm-milliammeter They.Would .

simply recognize which cOnstraints. have to be etatisfied-before '...
:.

the desired, measurement ''could'-be obtained, and Would 'work
with the controls until these constraints were satisfied.. It is ';---
this robustness. 'of expert knowledge which ,ilik. -partietilarly**,
valuable in operating with PequipMent., In this exPeriment-the
experts could operate some of the completely '6oveldeViCeS-
without any instuctions, and do so quite often without any ...,,

serious mistakes or inefficiencies.
, .

Thus, eXpertise at. operating a variety of equipment does' not.

con2ist of having a set of canned procedures for opei,ating

different devices, but rather of having a set. of powerful
problem-solving heuristics which can be applied to devices that
might.be but which may not be very efficiht when.
'applied to familiar devices. f

Significance. 'These results are.impor'tant to the'design of
Equipment maintenance documentation, which 'is usually USed,in
just tho manner explored in this study. The 1m-tuition that 'the
hierarchical instructions are Clearly better than a 61'ricti linear

.sequence is false; the experience of the'user is critical.' With.,
'regard to training individuals to become expert users of a broad
variety of equipment, it should be recognized that. teaching .

strict procedures 'is probably not the appropriate course..
Clearly, if 'the' individual is being trained to .operate one piece
of equipment, under stressful conditions, training' specific
operating procedures 'to the point where they become automatically
execute'd j..8 clearly optimum. 'However, if the individual is being
trained to do maintenance work that might involve a:large variety
of eqUipment,, an understanding of the general constraints
'involved in successful functioning of the equipment. would
probably be more productive than attempting 'to teach specific
operating sequences for each individual piece. of equipment..

Publications. These' results are described, .in Technical
RepOrt No. 14. 0(ieras Tibbitts, Bovair, 1984)', and, are also

cited in Kieras (1984b).. OP,

EXPERIMENTAI.LY.-ACQUIRED PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.

Prior Knoxledgeof How .lystem Works

Back_dround.. There has been' a long-standing disagreeMent
oVor whether users 'of equipmentshould be fully Informed about
how the equipment works inside. Should the user simply be told /

4
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how to got the, obi' Wi:i,1,:'the etiutpment, 4r.: Oi:1].p,he,..'4i.,(4pr..15b-

e
.

told bow : the . 'ecoipilient'. roylcg? or eltapg. e; the*:;,,tr41ning

,;;.".m!iterials',,for w.o.rd-1procesdOrs .qprmally:.com 3..''wiSh. e/aonSfve.
4"'' &iscussion of how- to .!'aCcompT,i4h.:7Varlotts 'f,tas ,W1,tih the iii,o0,:

:proCespor , but, ... ':riOrmallF fia,Ve .:;144ttle &r..-., p, di. sp:140.4,;On or
04:

,

dedcritan about. *A the 'byS,tem itself works ..: . ,

. .
,

, -
.

. On .the. .'Other '..hand, there ::*,a,re claset41 results... .11n

eXperimentak' psychology. that 'suggest v.1 'y str6ngl thaf'
,

unde'rOtancting,:hoW-4 system works wo '3,1d make :ii ,!%94,w101e1.11, g ..41,n4

and
:4:this would greatly. IIMProVe'. -8: ,perSonl:a...ab.qity; to lietOri the'

proc())dureo and to ember ithem later. °
.

1 .

_There have been any Attempts experimental. psycholo4
to Aehlonst4te ,Sust psuch beneqcial effect -of howrit-works
...Knowle.dg.e..0' the*, contxt of :syste4d. like te.xt Oltord,'.but
these attempfa, have a'most HIniformlY fared _to' demortaU4te.
desired effects (e.g:, Alexander, 19`02;;' Foss., Saitht & RosAton).

1982). Th6 work-done under this .projectnat only demonstrated
these wffect in the .context of a simple' control panel devi.ce,.
but4a1so .shed'considerable light n the conditions under .whidh,

it these effects would appear -and ovided a theoreticallp-based
simulation model that explains the effectd. . .1; -

'Approaqh. Subjects . were asked to learn'1 how to' operate a

simple control panel device that flad d few switches, push
buttons, and indicator lights.. -All of the studies 'involved
comparing two conditions: In the rote condition, subjects
learned how to operate the device strictly by rote, without any
knowledge'of the internal functioning or structure of the'device,
or Without any explanation of the'behavior of the deiice. In the
model condition, before attempting to learn how to operate the
Z7VECe, the subjects 'learned a mental model," in the. form of a
block diagram of the ,internal structure of the device, and
learned how the internal components 'of the device. were re'latedAo
each'other.and to the controls. Performance,in the learning task
ww then icompared.

, In the first. study, subjects. were explicitly trained to
operate the device in several situations. . These situations
corresponded "net only.to normal: operating conditions, but alsO to.
.6 twit ions in. which some internal 'component to the' device was
malfunctioning, and an alternative procedure .had to be -executed
iti order to compensate for the malfunction. This was intended, to
simulate the 'situations involved in, working with -real equipment..

After subjects had learned all the /procedures, they 'Ve.re

:then g'ven a series-of retention tests. 'The major variables were
the time taken to. study. the .how-it-works explanation, the time
taken to complete the training phase, the exeCution speed and
accuracy during tile retention tests, and 'certain qualitative
features of retention, such as whether- the reoalled procedure was

ob
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irr I'm Oeymment: upon! thOL4( *that had. 'been taught. That:is. ,.t4P
10 Lrlic tiyd , produre.0.- had . be en'. d#v gned so that some, : of them 'were

),neffiQfehtel;f.. .f-subject . kne'll.:11;.1014 to*correctlY...

int07.p(qtthe .j.ndidator Aights the'ProCedare,, could be
c() nsj. d etAbay hoqe we'd

.
. , . . .

n:tiTe ,,seeond.,apd third stuates-'the subSeCts inferred hOw
:t9'...P1)080.0tTlecfsiv.5o6ratherthanbo'ins':*plJ,Citly7. trained to

.- ,_ .

HOpOate.-Jt. -T.nHthis. ,:prOcedVre, th6. subjects were'given,the
evie.e.:,:told what:the.::desiregoal::lstat6 was',:and-theq,',were free

to tsr.IpOperat.e the:-.contrOls-tOarrAve' at that,.goal State... ,..
AfthoUg1::0peratOr of :are. not' normally :put .in i.hig
.0s4uation,this-rdoed.Ure pr-dyed to asimpl& and effective may ..

04::..deterMining i'''and examihing the .effect's of hayl,ng ,.the
..,..

-howrit-work:3;:knowledge`.... - . . 44
'i %

II.
.
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.

In. Aire. first .eXPerimenti.in which the procedures.
.w'oreieilncitly..traine4';.,thegroup whO had :studied .how- the system
,,work.sm'learned,:the procedur:es faster, retained theM better, and
executed "them even after .one week.; A typical-effect size
Os-a 206 iiproVement. Qf. sp.eh.ial , interest is. that the model
groUp made tke procedures more efficient far .more- often than the
rote grOup::CThis MOns,-that nOt:-only was the how-it-works
knowledge .praduong a 'general improvement in performance,
but also -.a qualitative improVeylebt in subjects: ability to "deal
intelligently with .the.devibe. The time taken to learn the
Illental model was 'roughly the same as the savings in training
time,. b t, notice that the model materials were not optithized.
Thus, Nth no 'additional training time penalty, the model
subjects ere able to 'deal with the device much better.

A simpl explanation for these. results is that knowing hoia
the system worked made it more.. "meaningful." Howeveri. this
explanation. is not .detailed enough. A more precise .hypothesis is
that the how-it-works kndwledge allowed the subjects,to infer the
procedures, which would give the subject.two independent means of
executing a procedure correctly. That is, the direct rote memory
for the procedure failed, the subject Could .reconstruct the
procedure based on inference from knowledge of hqw the device
worked. In tsome-cases, this inferred procedure could in fact. be
more efficient than the instructed one.

The .second and third experiments confirmed this inference
hypothesise The subjects were asked to infer the procedures
rather than learn. them .from. explicit training. The second
experiment simply compared a -group trained on the. model with a
rote groupin the procedure inference paradigm: The results were
quite simple;.the model group could infer, the optimum proqedures
onfthe first try, whereas the rote group took several tries to
arrive at, the ,same procedures by sophisticated, but. limited,
trial arid .error approaches Think-,out-loud protocols showed.
quite clearly that.the,model group was basingtheir inferences one
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o 1.119Wthe'.-"Yetem.worked., whereas'the rote' group was
1)asing:heir,. infetenceS on the superficial details of how the
.'.divicelookeP,.44A':::behaved, such 'as the fact. that there were

rolationships. between the labels on various
contr910..and."indicators. Another interest rig result ,from the
thA;119VtilOsUA-Protocols is that the rote gfOutp subfjects t'ended.

as.unreliable'and capricious in its behavior,
1,t1:4,*pn;:si.ispected 'duplicity on the .part of the experimenter'.
1h0e affect-laden reactions suggest- that much of- what We think
of, asi!:.7,c6Mputer.anXiety!' could in 'fact be (110 to the cognitive
TrAieth. of not being able to ,explain or predict show a-system is
behaving. r

.

The third experiment was'intended to determine what aspects .
of knowledge. 9f..how ...the device .worAd:swEks impoTtant. The
previOus .experiments had supplied information about how; the;
.%roptem worked in terms. of a'. fantasy explanation based on the
"Star'Trek" television .series. sAamely, the control ,panel was
'described as .being'the control panel, for a' "phaser bank":abotard
the "starship Enterprise". While this faintacsy .certAinly
motivatbd, and interestedbubjects,. there i.s an obv.ioup concern
about whether the-effects produced were .due to general propertieS
of this ,fantasy. Also, the material."included-. not. only a
description of the tnternal. components of the' system and their
relations to each. 'other, but also some discussion 'of, the
fictitious principles of physics involved. These principles may
,have provided some organizing structure, and thus might have.
produced the effects.

/

The third study'was designed to, demonstrate more clearly the
nature of the critical information in the-mental model, based on
the ideathat a good mental model supports inference of, the
procedures The two - factors compared .were whether the
how-it-works material had the fantasy and fictitious principle
Content or not, and whether the material provided the system
-tdpolOgywhich is jnformation abopt how the components and
controls,are connected to each.other. Such materials included a
block diagram and diecussiOn about the actual controls on the
control panel.- and how'they were connected to the actual internal
components of the system. The materials in the no-topology
information with fantasy-principle content also presented a block.
dialgam, bud, this diagram did not include any of' the actual
cpntrolS of the_Systemv rather it corresponded*,toan idealized
.general description of. how systems 9f this sort worked, rather
than the specific system that; the subject was dealing with

The condition corresponding to .no.fantasy-principlecontent
anti no system topology information-.was ,essentially the same as
the rote .condition Qf the earlier' studies. The Condition with
the fantasy4tincipleCOntent and the topology information' was
the., same as the previous model donditions. : The
comparison is whether the fantasy' and .pringiple content provides

21
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any performance fadilitation, or whethe the topology information
-is the critical content.

The results were Very clear. The fantasy-pri nciple .content
provided no facilitation at all; the c itical information was the
system topology information. The fantasy-principle -condition
with no topology information provided a zeneral.disbusslon of.the
principles' of how systems of this.typp worked, but this did not

-allow subjects to.infey the actuaI:procedures.needed to operate,
.

the device. Rather, it was, critic *1 to know how the controls
'.2--relatd..tO each other, and to the com,sonents.

.

,, ' Thus -:t* general conclusio4, can be stated in -terms of ,a
criterion forllhen.hoW-it-7works knoiledge.4iIrthe of, value to the
,,user How-t-works'' knowled:e w]. I be of value Ohl f it is
4*pecific enou

. procedures. us, e ear ier at emp s o lemons ra e .posi ive
E-J-eTTIS of understanding' hoW a woad processor works probably did.
,not provide: knowledge thdt was (specific enough. On the other,
hand, only some of the informatiOn about hbw ,a system works
should pe important; Vying to. uziderstand:technical detail ghat
is no needed in Order to be !able 'to, infer the operating.
proce ures is simply a Vaste,of

h tp' allow th e user to infer the exact erat n (

This leads to a 'secoad criterion fo,when how-it-works
know.tedge should- be' provdded too the user of a piece Pf
equipment: How -.it -works knowledo should onl be provided if it
is actually necessar 0 r a van t a e 01,13 0 e use r to e a le 0
'Pilfer the .orocedures rather than learn the b rote. Notice that
the ordinary to ep one system is so easy o earn py rote that it
is doubtful whether being able to. infer how to operate it from.
knowledge of the switching .mechanisms would. be of any value.
Similar arguMents can be :made! for everyday'6ytems like the
automobile. ,;,

4
In the 'case of word processOrs, many of thetcommands that

are involved in operating a word procesSor are either determined
arbitrarilypby the person who wrote the software, or are-obvious
to the user in terms of the text editing task itself. For
example, no exp.lahation is necessary for why pressing the
up-arrow cursor key. Diiluses' the cursor' to move up. Likewise, no
aMount of explanation of the principles, Of.:domputing or word.

. processor design will explain Why "EUN".is the keystroke sequence
that will.exit the editor;'this was simply an arbitrary decision
'on the part of the designer.

Depending on the specifics of the design o f the.system,
there may indeed be aspects of the,how-it-works knowledge that is
important for the user. to lalow. Ilowevercthis knowledge should
be very spedific, and severely limited in technical detail.
'it is *a problem for future research to determine whether this
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knowledge' has characteris'tics' that would allow .it -to be

determl.ned on an alpriori bas-is.

To explore these hypotheses theoretically, a simulation

model was cons'tTuCtOd,fop how .procedures could be inferred from

knowledge of the system. topology. The simulation model has a

declarative" and a pr9cedUral component. The declarative.

component'is a propositional representation of the block diagram,.

or topological description,. of. the.sys4em. The content of

block diagram, and the- explanation that accompanied it, was ,.

basically the power floW connections through the system.' That
is, the diagram-started at'the main power source and went through
various internal comp:orients .and witches until it.airived at the.

final component of the system which required the power, The

procedural component is a'set of about 50 production rules which

operate on ..the declarative representation. These produCtion
"rules generate a plan for operating the device, and then execute

the plan.. -If the plan fails:to'produCe the desired result, the
rules attempt to determine the problem in the 'system that caused

the failure, and then attempt to devise a new pl-an.

Thy; .plan is constructed by finding a patIrthrough the block

,diagram of the system that routes polker from ':the source to the

desired :point. The. plan consists of a list of the control

settings that will establish' the In .order to devise the

plari, the -production rules essentially simulated the internal_
state changes of the:_device. This. corresponds; to 'a popular

notion of the role of .mental models ás allowing,the.person to
simulate internally the states of.the,external world. Thus, the.

rules modelled.'.the flow of.power. through the system', and 'made

simple inferences.about.the conditions of individual components
based.upon the states of the indicator lights.

19

Although rather simple; this simulation model repreOents a
,

potent4,ally broad and important- class of mental" Models, namelyr

any ?system. in which some .commodity, such as energy or

, information, ...is routed from. one point to the next, through

discrete and all-or. ,rione components. Furthermore, models

of this. class have potential' significance other than as

simulation models for'Cognitive. proaessing. .They_ bear: a strong

resemblance to.certain problem6 now being attacked in artificial
intelligenCC' in which it is desired to -troubleshoot 'or attalyze
the/ operation of_a ustem based. on aAescriptfonof its internal
Structure. I

The processing in the simulation model was compared in
qonsiderable detail to the response times of individual aotions.
by' :subjects in .the topelogy information' cenditiOns of third.
experiment; The basic question in this comparison. was whettier*

the simulation and human subjects 'porformod th(lir

prI)cesses at the saMe. points in the sbequence of ti.etionH

performed,. given. the cases 'where% ,subjects performed the .same

el A
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,sequence 77Slactions as the simulation; If. so, the relative.
- amou/lt of 'time required for the inferences'should be accounted

for by the model.
was found that .a reasonable. portion of the variance in

.the response times could be acCounte*0-for)oy the simulation
mOdel,,supporting'the explanation for', the role of how -it -works
knoWledge. The simulation' was based . on the principle of
inferrint4 procedures from a logically minimum. required amount 'of

.

knowledge of ,how the system worked, namely, its topology, along
with a f&w.simple and general principles for, now power flows from.
one pOint to the next in such a s3stem. A matter for further
reScArch ikwhether it is ossible. to formallier characterize which'
port-ions ot. a deVice'idescription.are'logically required for this
form0of inference..

aidnificance. This work bears very directly upon a.basic
issue in the preparation of training materials and of
documentation for eqthipment.- There- has been some controversy for
some time about the role of .training7in'basic electronics theory
in the training maintenance personnel. For example, Bond and
Towne (1979) report that, a common experience is that.standard
traitling in electronics, 'theory little :or no value in
troubleshooting even complex equipment:

Traditional electrOnis training deals with very general
'principles, which although important, may,only'rarely. explain the
behavior of a piece of equipment at the level of analysis
required for troubleshooting .and repair. For example, much
electronic repair of complex systems' ,is done by identifying a

. defective module and replacing it,'.., The logic of -identifying the
defective module. usually involyes reasoning based on tracing the
power or signal flow through a bet of ,interbonnected.modules
With complex systems .this reasonihg may in. fact be quite subtle,
but it'simply does no involve basic electronics theoryt.sUch as
Ohm's law, or the. details of transistor functioning. Rather, the
logic of identifying.a defective module is likely to be specific
to the benavior.Of the modules and. the, topology of the system
being. fepaired; only when one is troubleshooting. at the
individual discrete component leVel :wiii the more basic.
electronics theory become important. .

Continuatibn of this research, and-un attempt t4 apply it
more directly to training situatibns, potentially can result in
much more efficient and effective train"thg approaches. Also,'
potentially more effective equipment documentation could be
prepared by ensuring,thdt. the critical how-it -works information
required is prominent, and . not obscured- by unimportant
information. -it is not known at thiS time whether documentation
in fact provides this critical system topologyiinformation''in an
easily used way) this would be a topic for further research.
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Publicati The 'details- .of the experimental work is
descriled in Technical Reports Nos. 13 .(Kieras & Bovair, 1983).
and 15 ,,(Kieras, 19040, and the simulation model and it

compariso to data are described in detail in Technical-Report
o. 15_ (Kieras, 1984c).. A condensed .presentatOn of the

xperidental 'results appeared AA Xietas and Bovair. (1984) . A
per based on Kieras r's(19840, concerning the simulation model

atd the.. comparison to data, has .been subMitted to.Coenitive
acience, and word on acceptance.is expected wit, in a few months.,

This work has been- de.scribed in several confereiThe and -

.col oquium. The ,work w 'presented at the_ 1.983

PsYclonomics 'Society meetIngs, in a colloquium series on applied.
cowl' tive psychology at the University of" Michigdnin December
19 33, ansl in a colloquium at Bell Labs in February of 1984, .Many

repri t requests have alsb been rebeiVed and responded to.

;Prior nowle ge rocedures in Rote Learning I

Ba round. In recenti years there h been developing a,.
the'ory .f ...the. nature and acquisition of cognitive skill

(Andierson 1982). .According to. this theory, people have both
declaratA e and procedural knowledge. Declarativeknowledgels
E-owledge f. facts, whereas_procedural.knowLedge As knowledge of.
-hoir to do hings.-. Thus, in the context -of)operating equipment,'
the job o the learner is to acquire the, knowledge -ofA how to

actually op rate the equipment, which is/ prdcedural-knoWledge.
. Knowledge o how the equipMent works, as discussed above, is

Oeclarative owledge. \

`The theo goes' beyond this simple distinction, howeVel to\

.
propose speci ic. representations for both declarative and \

.procedural knoedge. In. line with established-cognitive theory,
declarative knowledge is .represented as a« semantic network.

'Procedural knowledge is represented as a set of production '

rules. A production rule is in the fbrm:

IF (condition) THEN (action).

. 'A production rule consists of a condition and an action; if the
condition is satisf ed, then the rule is "fired," and the action
is performed. A t of'production rules consists ;simply pf a.
large set of such r lee, with - no built-in constraints upon'the
order in which the. 'rules may be executed.. Rather the order in
which the rules ,fire s specified by the conditionS and action0.
The cQnditions can te t for both external events; osuchs outoid
stimuli, or internal c nditions such as the state of, the semantic;-
network representation or the contents of a working memory' .. Tho

actions' can both, modify the ekternil situation by means of over
responses, or can modi the state of memory. Thus, a piece 0
procedural knowledge con lets of a set of production rules whose
conditions and actions cause the rules to be fired in the correct
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order, to produce the proper' seque'nce of -ox.ert actions,
'Anderson's work_ hafl focussed on developing principles of learning
that-describe how an initial ,set ofyroduction rules can become
more compact and effigient. as learning_ proceeds.' This tHbory. hari
been able to explain many of the Mportant and c4tdsict.1 results

yid learning, su as the exact 'mathematical shape of the. learning
curve.

4 t
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In the' thdory, of cognitive skill, the initial set of
production rules for a particular skill is assumed to be'derivpd
from:declarative .1vlowledge that- is the original- input to the
system. That is,,when first. learning a skill, the rearner'would-
.41cquire. a body:', of declarative knowledge that' provides the.
iSpPifictiOns for the skill to be learned. These specifications
would be interpreted' by some general problem solving process,
itself represented as production rulep, and as-a by-product"of

ir the activity of these. general %rules, ,specif3c,,rules for the
,particular skill will, be formed.

Quite-often -in' learning to operate 'equipment, -4he learner
gets the initial specifications .for the skill in 'the 'form of
written step-bystep' instructions. In terms of the theory, what
the- learner must do is to derive . a .0orrect bet of production
rules from the content of. these instructions., Presumably, the
written instructions would be comprehended by mechan.isms-similar"
to those already proposed in current theories of reading
comprehension' (e.g. Kieras, 1982b, 1983): These mechanibMs would
result in -the learner,having a declarati've repreqentation''of the
.procedure- available in memory' immediately after_ reading the
instructions. A general set"of instruction-following"processes,
a pre-existing-set of production rules, would then interpret this
representation and parry out the correct procedure. Again,- As a:
by-product of t4e. activity of .these general procedures, the
specific productUn rules for the particular .procedure would then:
be formed. 0

Anderson's work has focused almost completely upon. the
processes that occur once the' correct production rules have
already been formed. This work focused 'ors the process by which
the written instructions were. translated into production rules.
Thus, this work complements Anderson's, in that-it focuSes on the
'very initial stages of learning a skill from written material.-

Apploach. .The' rote condition* of the'first experiment on
how -it -works knowledge desci-ibed above yielded data on-learning a
series of procedures by rote. The time required to learn the
individual procedures varied over a very large range, and
appeared to be a .function.of the order in which the procedureS
were learned, After translating the procedures into production*
rules, it appeared that the excursions in training .timecould be ,

accounted for by a simple transfer of training .hypothesis. This
hypothesis beld that in learning a. procedure, production rulds
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that had :b40. learned1:10t rocOure. could be .

'transTerred-into the. ikpOqn,M4pn,f0VthlOtO4rocedure .if the
rule was either identiolliVotOry'sAmWt tothe rule required
for the .,new procedure.,1..',1hAgihb-lime required to,learn
procedure would be-smostl fUnwt.ion ?the number of Arm',
production rules rekl:d4,rdp-by :t.he'prode This simple rule
could. account for-moWpf..pe varSance in-t e*rate learning data
from the.hOsw-workS. 64.(edgeXPeT,41114ht .d:9scribed above.

The wor describmd,ih,.tthisseCti'on, .was,Ahe'undertaken. to
provide a m e comprehensviVettetit .f/thls: simple -transfer of
training t eory. The sutijects.learnedprObOures for operating a
simple control panel device, which was the, same one used. -in.the.
studies,of. how-it-.works:` ,knoWledge. 4scribed above. However, All
this work, subjbets were not provi&edany information about 'how

' the .system worked.. Rather,. 'they ledrned howtooperate the
device strictly -by rote,. The trainthg was done by explicitly
listing the in,divdual Steps in4he procedures, and having the

subjectsstudy !hese instruction0',, 'folOwed byY.attempting.to
reproduce the procedure frpmmemeryThis process was repeated
untilthe,subjectS had learnecCtlie prociedUTe.

ilk

A Oimulat,ion model, was constructed. to rigorOuPly simulate
the transfer process. ..The .production rule .representations for
each of the 10.prwedures used were then'put through the transfer
sicaulation in- various training orders.. A set .of three training
orders was then chosen ankused.iin the experiment. A; set of
step-by-step instructions was devised for each procedure that had '.
the., property. that 'Mach individual sentence stating an
instruction step' corresponded very well to the colents qf one
prodUctiOn

In the experiment, Subjects first read through, the step by
step instructions, and then attempted to execute the procedure
from'meniory. If theymade. .a mistake, th'ey were 'cycled back
through the instructions. They repeated this alternatiOn between
reading the instructions and trying to execute the procedure
until they success-fully executed the procedure three times in
row. Then they went on to the next procedure in the specifkc
training order. The variables of interest were.the totaitime

' taken to learn a procedure, ,the time spent *reading each
individual instruction step, the accuracy of execution of each.
'individual step in" the procedure during training,- and the speed
and accuracy' of retention to each step'in the proceduresAn
mfinaltest for memory in the procedures.

r
.

*.

The-transfer simulation' model 'wag used to make rigorous
a priori predictions 'of the :number of new aynd trandferred
pr,apNAifon rules in each prOcedure as. aliffunction* .of,;the. training
or Ter. It was expected that these predictions could accOunt for
a substantial.portion of the variance in training times, as was
,suggeste4 by the preliminary. analysis of the data disouss6d
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above. By examining the relationship ,between . the reading times
of individual, instruction steps with, the accuracy of execution of
tie corresponding step in the procedure, it should be possible to
essentially -track fhe acquisition .of individual produc.tion
rules. In this way, information could be obtained pn 'the very
-initial stages acquiring .. a procedure from written
instructions.

Results. As expected, ,the' analysis of the procedures in
,..'terms of the., transfer. hypothesis vas. able, to account for a
'conaiderable proportion of the. variance in training times. The
number of new production rules required by a.procedurewas the

. single most 'important'' of .the possible' predidtor.. variables
.considered, and alone Could account .for 699 of the variance in
training times,*and was a better, predictor of training time. on a.
single procedure than e subject's own meantraining:time.

. ,

A detailed regression ,analysis %revealed that there were
other effects 'involved. in ,procedural learning as well. 'Of .

special interestis, an apparent. "overload" effect, in which
4 certain complex procedure was the first to be .learned,'and
considerably ,more, training .time was required than would,be
..predicted on the basis of the amount. of new production rule,
information involved. Thus, while training, time on the whole is
very closely related to the number of new production rules,'there
are other aspects of training order' Vril. can bp, very important.'
These aspects can be Oearly identified 11 applying the
proSuctionrule

A, matter for furt iesearch is exploring the nature of
some.of the adliditiona ,effedtp,.and.testing the generality of the
transfer theory, and whether. the production' rule analysis is as
powerful in. a Variety of different task doMains as, it is with a .

2 simple control .panel Notice that Poison and Kieras (1985) have
applied a similar an ysis to the learning of a word, processing.
aystem, and foun&si ilar predictive power tf the production rule
analyis. Thus, it appears that the production rule analysis
is very 'general,:but further-research is needed to explore its
limits, ,

A detailed ,analysis of, the reading times Tor- the individual
instruction steps showed that people essentially cease to spend
time on' instruction steps once .the. CoreespondAng steps in the
..Kocedure has, beep mastered. What is particularly surprising,

. however, is that this effect only appears for instruction steps
that correspond to' new production. rules as defined 'by the
transfer theory. Procedure steps thqt correspond to previously
learned production rules do not show such a sharp decline in
reading time. In other.words, upon the very first reading of a
'procedure, subjects pan 'distinguiSh between those. instruction
steps that'correspond.to production miles they already know, and,
those that, correspond to rules that have to be learned-.
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Instruction steps th!1,4 are already known are read for very little
time, right from the outset, whereas steps for new rules are read
and studied until they are mastered, after which the reading time
drops down to the same as that for steps .already known.

What- this pattern.of 'reading time effects suggests is that

the colrect.execution of a procedure ldepends on when a.correet

decla tive representatiun of the procedure has been formed, and

not upon ,vhen 'a production. rule ..representation for it has

been formed. That is, the pattern of reading time results

appears to resemble what would be expected from , powerful

comprehension processes that can comparp and manipulate

deciara ive representations. It doe6 not appear to" be easily

explain d by the learning rules proposed by Anderson (1982) that

are de ined in terms of operations upon procedural knowledge.

This cans that the initial stageret4 lear ing from written text

have more to do with comprehension .processes than originally

believed.

A preliminary analysis .of.. the retention data' suggests that

the production rule analysis may . also be very powerful in

explaining the details of retentioh of procedures,' Many of the

errors made in.recalling procedures could.. be accounted for by

interference between two of the production rules in the
_
.procddures, Such -rules had very similar conditions, differing' in

literally only one bit of information, but different actions., one

being the'correct action, and the othen producing an incorrect

action. 'AboUt 95% of the errors in. recall were due to the

similar incorrect rule being tired'instead of, the, correct one.

Ho'wevert.the severity of the interferenCe of the incorrect

rule was strongly- relatdt to . classical variables from

interference ,theoro5r. For example, the _amount of practice

with the two rules, and their ordering during training, were.kery
important,. This shows that the traditional .degree of learning

and proactive versus retroactive interference considerations are
at work in procedure retention. More. importantly, the ,exact

details of how these classical 'liariables show up in recall

can apparently be easily characterized in terms, of the production

rule an%41ysib. A matter for future research is, to clarify these

effects further, and 'construct a rigorous model that.predicts

where these, retention interferenc tfects will occur.-

Significance. This- work 4s_ unique and unprecedented'in that:.

it is the firSt time. that important quantitative features of the

learning process .could be accounted for with . stlh lover-And,
precision by a completely a r analysis. -As_loghown by.the

Poll and 'Kieras wofk, Ah s andanalysis also apped7 to be .very
general, . but additional research is' nesded for confirm this
claim. If this theory ,of learning and :transfer can be._

successfully extended, it provides a very power:NI analytic tool

s 29
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for investigating and. improving .the efficiency of trainino
materials and training,sequences.

As applied in a related project being conducted by Kieras
and Poison under sponsorship of the IBM corporatbion, the analysis
can be used to evaluate proposed designs for user interfaces' of,
computer' systems (see Rieras & Poison, in press; Tolson & Kipras,
1985). That. la, a high-quAlity user interface is orie.in which
there is relatively. little in the way of procedural knowledge
that has to be learned in ordermto operate. th6system,. and in
which there will be strong pdsitime transfer of production rules
from one procedure to the next, corresponding to a "consistent"
user interface. Thus, .he. pr,actical significance of this work
could be 'very 'large; further research will tell 'hether. this
'potential is real.

C

On the purely theoretical' front, this work has played an
important role in claritying the nature of procedural knowledge,
andhow it is 'acquired from written. material. Together with
other work being -conducted. under ONR sponsorship, such as
Anderson's, there should soon be a comprehensive body of theory
directly related to training issues at a level of precision and
practical Value that was simply not available before.

.

Publicerions. This work, has been described -in Technical.
Report. N e . 1 6 (Kieras &Tovair, 1985), and in a paper at the 1984
Cognitive Science Society Meetings. Related work from the Icieras
and Poison project has been described in Kieras and. Poison (in
"(res.$), and in conference presentations ,by Poison and Kieras'
1985). A journal Article based on Technical Report No. 1.6 Will

be submitted within 'the mext few months.

A

SUMMARY
4

The work in this project hafa .made important conttibutions to
the understanding of the role of prior knowledge in operating
devices from written instructions. In terms of experimental

. methodology, 'some useful conclusions can be stated.. First,
readers have specialized strategies for dealing with unfamiliar
material, which' means that. many traditional prose recall

4 paradigms should be used with 'caution in' the, inve8tigation of,.
prior knowledge.. ,The 'direction of this project, had to be

k changed,, because as originally . proposed, it would. have .relied
heavily on standard cOmprehension paradigms and ,,thUs was
vulnerable to producing misleading conclusions about prior.
knowledge. Secend, in experipents investigating mental:Models,
or other forms of prior knowledge, careful attention should 'bp
paid to the relationship between the knowledge being supplied to
the subject, and. the exact tasks that the subject is expected to
perform. Previous research in this area has not considered this
roLutionship'inenough detail, leading to many failed experiments

)
'3 6
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and confusion.over the role of prior knowledge', especially in the
how-wit-works domain.

On the thebretical front, this work has- continued to

.demonstrate the power and. .effectiveness of rigorous theoretical
analysis of the sort that oan .be represented in Ya simulation
model. 4 The: effects of prior knowledge in...prime memory

situations, how-it-works knowledge utilization,. and transfer of
training, can 'allbe explained.by-Simulation models in a way that
is theoretically precise,; and in many cases quantitative and'
,empirically powerful. ,On the whole, the results ..support what is
perhaps becoming the consensus model of cognitive architecture,
namely the ACT class of theories escribed in Anderson's most
recent textbook, The Architecture (1983).

10

The practittal significance of these results is substantial,
but will 'require further research to.fully realize. With regard
to instructional materials, both for immediate execution and

long term learning there are _several important conclusions
regarding the arrangement, sequence,. and content of the

material. If the conclusions from this Teeearch,are confirmed by

'further reseArch, it .will. be possible to make' very precise

:decisions about what should be included in both training
materials and operating instructions for equipment, 'G..00d choicep

could be made-. about :What level of detail 'of hv-it-works
knowledge should be included in traihipg materials and equipment
documehtation. The exact Sequence and .

content of procedural
instructions' can be chosen with great, precision. The overall'

arrangement and content of instructions for immediate execution
can be chosen with regard to the expertise and knowledge of the

users of the instructions. Thus, these results of this project
. clearly provide a good foundation for future.applied research.

44,
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